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QUESTION PRESENTED 

 Whether, on a Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt 
Organizations Act (“RICO”) “investment” claim, 18 
U.S.C. § 1962(a), the Second Circuit correctly held 
summary judgment precluded by the following 
evidence Defendants’ use of racketeering proceeds 
itself caused Plaintiff injury, as most circuits require: 

• Defendants amassed millions of dollars 
from racketeering proceeds; 

• Defendants did not just reinvest in 
existing operations, but created a new 
business entity, in a separate market, on 
newly incorporated property, and with 
distinct equipment and inventory, from 
their existing business; and 

• Defendants’ crime-subsidized creation of 
this new business directly injured only 
Plaintiff, the sole competitor in their 
localized niche market. 
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RULE 29.6 STATEMENT 

 Respondent Ideal Steel Supply Corp. is a 
privately owned entity.  It has no parent corporation, 
and no publicly held company owns 10 percent or 
more of its stock. 
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BRIEF FOR RESPONDENTS IN OPPOSITION 
––––––––––– 

STATEMENT 

 Petitioners seek certiorari to review a decision (a) 
applying not the minority rule they criticize, but 
instead the majority rule they deem correct, (b) 
allowing a claim the minority rule equally supports, 
making the rule choice immaterial to this case, and 
(c) denying summary judgment on detailed evidence 
of the defendants’ criminal proceeds use, the 
plaintiff’s sales losses, and a local niche market for 
retail steel sales.  Certiorari is unwarranted for a 
dispute about case-specific facts and a rule of law not 
actually applied by the decision Petitioners attack. 
 In this lawsuit between longtime family rivals1 
who became business rivals as local steel 
distributors,2 Plaintiff Ideal Steel Supply Corp. 
(“Ideal”) brought two claims against Defendant 
                                                                                       
1 Ideal’s principals, the Brancatos, are in-laws and cousins of 
National’s principals the Anzas – who, before opening National, 
spent the 1980s admittedly vandalizing the Brancato business: 
repeatedly welding the doors shut, Vincent Anza admits (C.A. 
A334 [pp.17-18]); blocking the water supply (C.A. A153 [pp.37-
38]); and even cutting ventilation for welders inside (id.). 
2 The Anzas targeted Ideal by opening National nearby (C.A. 
A226 [p.226], 336 [p.26], 375 [pp.181-84]), selling similar mass-
produced steel and supplies (id. A39 [¶ 9], 174-76 [pp.143-51], 
306 [p.130], 312 [pp.155-56], 341-43 [pp.48-50, 54-56], 351 
[pp.86-87], 416 [pp.281-82], 510 [¶ 6]), to the same customers 
(id. A39-40 [¶¶ 10, 12], 150 [pp.45-46], 237 [p.344], 306 [pp.130-
31], 342 [p.51]; 379 [p.197]).  The two comprise their entire local 
niche market: their individual or small business clients cannot 
buy from the regional distributors that are mostly non-local and 
do not offer same-day purchase/delivery, low-volume sales, or 
residential delivery.  (Id. A30 [¶ 11], 150 [pp.47-48], 154 [pp.63-
64], 156 [pp.70-71], 173 [p.138], 231 [pp.231, 318-20], 413 
[pp.270-71], 508 [¶ 4], 510-11, 558 [p.24], 619 [p.229-30].) 
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National Steel Supply, Inc. (“National”), and its two 
principals, Defendants Joseph and Vincent Anza, 
under the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt 
Organizations Act (“RICO”), 18 U.S.C. §§ 1961 et seq. 
 On Ideal’s § 1962(c) RICO “participation” claim 
that tax fraud3 let National undercut Ideal’s prices, 
this Court found no proximate causation: tax fraud 
directly injured the state but only indirectly hurt 
Ideal or others (e.g., suppliers) secondarily impacted 
by market-distorting tax fraud.  Anza v. Ideal Steel 
Supply Corp., 547 U.S. 451 (2006) (“Anza”). 
 But this Court refused to dismiss Ideal’s § 1962(a) 
RICO “investment” claim that National used crime 
proceeds to create a new Bronx business siphoning 
sales from Ideal, its sole rival.  Id. at 462.  The Court 
deemed “debatable” whether proximate cause was 
“identical” for both RICO claims, id.; at oral 
argument, Chief Justice Roberts elaborated that 
Ideal’s § 1962(a) investment claim lacked the other 
claim’s proximate cause problems: the former “seems 
that [it] gets around many of the causation” 
problems of the § 1962(c) claim, because “62(a) gets 
to the reinvestment of the illicit proceeds in . . . an 
enterprise, and here you have [the] opening of the 
                                                                                       
3 The Anzas admit not collecting or paying sales tax on any cash 
sales for years (C.A. A353-54 [pp.93-98], A361-62 [pp.128-29], 
A717 [pp.25-26]), despite their accountant admitting most cash 
sales were taxable (A726-732 [pp.62-88]).  The Anzas admit 
pocketing thousands of dollars weekly from cash sales National 
never deposited, recorded, or reported.  (C.A. A476-81 [pp.464-
67, 471, 475-79, 485-86], 750-51 [pp.157-61], 801 [pp.27-28].)  
After discovery, Defendants filed amended returns admitting 
$4.3 million in unreported income, including 1999-2000 income 
of almost $1.7 million, not the $145,018 originally reported.  
(C.A. A677 [pp.10-11], 684 [p.40], 880, 895, 919, 926.).  An 
accounting showed even more unreported cash: $1.85-$2 million 
annually.  (C.A. A486-90 [pp.505-22], 684 [pp.37-38], 1153). 
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[new] facility . . . nearby [Ideal’s] . . . .  [I]t seems to 
me all they have to show is that the proceeds used . . 
. were illicitly procured.”  Anza, No. 04-433, 2006 WL 
909417, at *10-11 (Tr. Mar. 27, 2006). 
 On remand, the decision below held that fact 
evidence precludes summary judgment on this § 
1962(a) claim.  Applying the majority rule that § 
1962(a) requires not just reinvesting racketeering 
funds into continuing the racketeering, but a distinct 
injury from the use of the funds (an “investment 
injury”), the decision held as follows: evidence 
allowed a finding that Defendants “did not merely 
reinvest in the same entity.  Rather, the Anzas 
created a new company, Easton Corporation, to 
purchase the Bronx property for the new National 
store,” and therefore “use[d] those [criminal] funds to 
branch out to [a] new location[]” – causing new, 
direct injury to Ideal, National’s sole local rival.  
Ideal Steel Supply Corp. v. Anza, 652 F.2d 310, 322 
(2d Cir. 2011) (“Ideal Steel Supply Corp.”). 
 Accordingly, on remand of a claim this Court 
declined to dismiss, the decision below simply held 
summary judgment precluded by the fact evidence of 
investment injury and causation.  Petitioners’ 
challenge raises no certworthy issue, and their key 
assertions lack support and merit, as follows. 
 1.  The Second Circuit applies the majority, 
not minority, rule.  Contrary to Petitioners’ 
assertion, the Second Circuit for decades, including 
below, has adopted the “investment injury” majority 
rule that Petitioners depict as correct.  This case is 
an inapt certiorari vehicle to review a minority rule 
(a) that neither the decision below nor either party 
espoused, and (b) that would have no impact on this 
case because Ideal’s claim survived under even the 
narrower majority rule.  Infra Part I(A). 
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 2.  The minority rule leaves § 1962(a) claims 
rare.  Contrary to Petitioners’ assertion, the 
minority rule ostensibly recognizing a broader range 
of § 1962(a) injuries does not let such claims be filed 
with “little difficulty stating . . . [a] claim[]” (Pet. at 
33) or with “ease” (Amicus Br. at 2, 11).  In each of 
the two circuits applying the minority rule, § 1962(a) 
claims have remained rare (appearing in only 1-2 
decisions a year), rarely successful (80-85% losing, 
mostly on pre-discovery dismissal motions, with 
almost no plaintiff’s verdicts), and rarely between 
competitors.  Far from presenting a “question of 
great significance to the business community” (Pet. 
at 1) or “national importance” (id. at 32), the split 
Petitioners criticize is little more than legal verbiage 
variation, because it has no discernible impact on the 
fate of this rare RICO claim.  Infra Part I(B). 
 3.  The decision based on factual, rather 
than legal, grounds.  Contrary to Petitioners’ claim 
that the decision ruled for Ideal only under an inapt 
minority rule: expressly applying the majority rule, 
the decision was a fact-based finding of sufficient 
evidence of criminally funding a new business 
operation, on separately incorporated property that, 
because the local niche market had just two players, 
caused Ideal’s provable, sudden sales loss.  Even if 
the decision misapplied the majority rule to Ideal’s 
fact evidence, case-specific fact error does not 
warrant a grant of certiorari to review a rule applied 
only by other circuits.  Infra Part II(A). 
 4.  Proximate cause exists in Ideal’s claim.  
Contrary to Petitioners’ assertion that Ideal’s two 
RICO claims identically lack proximate cause: the § 
1962(c) claim failed for alleging merely indirect price 
effects of tax fraud, Anza, 547 U.S. at 459-60; but the 
§ 1962(a) claim is that criminally subsidizing a 
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Bronx business directly and exclusively injuring 
Ideal, its sole rival.  Petitioners neglect even to apply 
the three-factor test of Holmes v. Securities Investor 
Protection Corp., 503 U.S. 258 (1992), even though 
proximate cause “analysis begins – and . . . largely 
ends – with Holmes.”  Anza, 547 U.S. at 456.  The 
Holmes analysis is wholly dissimilar on each claim: 
all three factors support the § 1962(a) claim, whereas 
two undercut the § 1962(c) claim.  Infra Part II(B). 
 5.  Antitrust law does not preclude claims of 
competitive injury.  Contrary to Petitioners’ claim 
that antitrust law precludes RICO from targeting 
criminally-supported businesses, Anza indicated only 
one specific antitrust concern: that even given a 
racketeer-infected business, proximate cause does 
not extend to claims of indirect injury shared by 
innumerable others, from competitors to suppliers to 
customers.  No such concern arises on a claim of 
sufficiently direct injury to satisfy proximate 
causation, like Ideal’s § 1962(a) claim: that the Anzas 
intentionally targeted Ideal, and only Ideal, by 
criminally funding a new rival on its doorstep.  
Petitioners’ broader policy argument, that pro-
competition antitrust policy trumps any RICO claim 
between competitors, defies basic principles of 
statutory construction, the enactment of RICO as a 
tool against criminality in business competition, and 
this Court’s RICO caselaw deeming competitive 
injuries actionable.  Infra Part II(C). 
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REASONS FOR DENYING THE PETITION 

I. The Decision Does Not Reflect “Deep[] . . . 
Circuit Conflict”: It Upheld Ideal’s Claim 
under the Majority Rule Requiring 
Distinct Investment Injury; and the Circuit 
Split is Inconsequential, with No 
Noticeable Impact on § 1962(a) Claims 

A. Petitioners Mischaracterize the 
Second Circuit, which Clearly Applies 
the Investment-Injury Majority Rule 

 Petitioners claim the decision below “deepens an 
existing circuit conflict.”  (Pet. at 15.)  Most circuits 
require of a § 1962(a) claim not just injury from 
“mere reinvestment of racketeering proceeds” into 
continuing the same injurious racketeering but that 
racketeering proceeds be used (invested) in a way 
that caused a distinct injury.  (Id.) Contrary to the 
majority rule, Petitioners claim, “[t]he Fourth, Sixth, 
and . . . Second Circuits have reached the opposite 
result” (Pet. at 15), allowing claims “that a 
corporation’s reinvestment of racketeering proceeds 
caused the mere ‘operation of the enterprise’” 
committing the injurious racketeering (Pet. at 24).  
This is the core of Petitioners’ “Question Presented” 
(Pet. at (i)): that the Second Circuit is on the 
minority reinvestment-suffices side, not the majority 
investment-injury side, of a “4-to-3 circuit conflict” 
(Pet. at 2).  But it flatly mischaracterizes the Second 
Circuit, which for decades expressly has rejected the 
Fourth and Sixth Circuits’ reinvestment-suffices 
rule, including in the decision below. 
 As a leading RICO treatise details, the Second 
Circuit, but not the Fourth or Sixth, applies the § 
1962(a) “majority rule” requiring “investment injury” 
distinct from injury the racketeering itself caused: 
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 plaintiff must allege injury from the “use 
or invest[ing]” of racketeering income. . . . 
[I]njury caused by the predicate 

racketeering acts is inadequate.  The 
majority . . . requires that the 
investment-use itself proximately cause . 
. . injury.  See, e.g., Ouaknine v. 
MacFarlane, 897 F.2d 75 (2d Cir. 1990) . 
. . .  It is insufficient . . . [that] defendant 
merely reinvested . . . in its ongoing 
business activities, thus permitting the 
alleged violations to continue. 

Gregory P. Joseph, CIVIL RICO: A DEFINITIVE GUIDE 
§ 7, at 62-63 (3d ed. 2010) (also noting contrary 
Fourth and Sixth Circuit minority rule). 
 The decision below identically cited Ouaknine in 
requiring distinct investment injury: a § 1962(a) 
plaintiff “must show injury caused not by the pattern 
of racketeering activity itself, but rather by the use 
or investment of the proceeds . . . , see, e.g., Ouaknine 
v. MacFarlane, 897 F.2d 75, 82-83 (2d Cir.1990).”  
Ideal Steel Supply Corp., 652 F.2d at 321. 
 Petitioners’ briefing below actually admitted this 
same point they now deny – that the Second Circuit 
applies the majority rule of requiring on § 1962(a) 
claims a “distinct . . . investment injury”: 

 “[§ 1962(a)] plaintiff[s] must allege 
injury ‘by reason of’ [a] defendant[’s] 
investment of racketeering income . . . .” 
Ouaknine v. MacFarlane, 897 F.2d 75, 
82-83 (2d Cir. 1990). . . .  Ouaknine 
[holds], “the essence of a violation of § 
1962(a) is not commission of predicate 
acts but investment of racketeering 
income.”  Ouaknine, 897 F.2d at 83. . . . 
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“[Under] 1962(a), therefore, we have 
required that the plaintiff allege a ‘use or 
investment injury’ that is distinct from 
the injuries resulting from predicate 
acts.” Discon, Inc. v. Nynex Corp., 93 
F.3d 1055, 1063 (2d Cir. 1996) . . . . 

(Defs.’ C.A. Br. at 18-19.)  Thus Petitioners below 
cited Ouaknine, the Circuit’s leading § 1962(a) case, 
to claim Ideal failed the “distinct . . . investment 
injury” rule.  Yet they now neglect to cite the case, 
mis-asserting that the Circuit lacks that same rule. 
 Nor is there any confusion within the Second 
Circuit that § 1962(a) requires a distinct investment 
injury.  Since Ouaknine, § 1962(a) all decisions in the 
Circuit require distinct investment injury, reject 
claims of mere reinvestment of criminal funds, and 
expressly note the Second Circuit rejects the Fourth 
and Sixth Circuit rule.4  After citing Ouaknine below, 
Petitioners gave a long string cite showing district 
courts in the circuit all apply the distinct investment 
injury rule: “‘Courts have repeatedly held that the 
injury causation requirement of § 1962(a) is not 

                                                                                       
4 See, e.g., Dangerfield v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & 
Smith, Inc., No. 02CV2561(KMW), 2003 WL 22227956, *9-10 
(S.D.N.Y. Sept. 26, 2003) (“[In] the Second Circuit  . . . violation 
of [§] 1962(a) . . . ‘is not established by mere participation in 
predicate acts of racketeering. . . . [P]laintiff must allege injury 
“by reason of” defendants’ investment of racketeering income in 
an enterprise.’  Ouaknine . . . .   [T]he Fourth Circuit does not 
require . . . injury distinct from the predicate acts.”); see also, 
e.g., Chera v. Chera, No. 99-CV-7101(JG), 2000 WL 1375271, 
*12 n.12 (E.D.N.Y. Sept. 20, 2000) (“[The] Fourth Circuit . . . 
[requires] ‘injuries . . . proximately caused by either the 
underlying predicate acts or . . . the income derived 
[there]from[,’] . . . [a rule] broader than the Second Circuit's 
investment injury rule, see Ouaknine.”); Falise v. Am. Tobacco 
Co., 94 F. Supp. 2d 316, 349 (E.D.N.Y. 2000) (noting same). 
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satisfied by allegations that a defendant . . . invested 
the racketeering income in its general operations, 
thereby permitting it to continue its . . . racketeering 
and cause further injury.’”  (Defs.’ C.A. Br. at 20) 
(quoting Katzman v. Victoria’s Secret Catalogue, 167 
F.R.D. 649, 657 (S.D.N.Y.), aff’d, 113 F.3d 1229 (2d 
Cir. 1997) (citations omitted; collecting cases). 
 In sum, Petitioners’ assertions about the Second 
Circuit both are false: the decision did not adopt the 
Fourth and Sixth Circuit reinvestment-suffices 
minority rule; nor did it “deepen” a split because the 
Circuit adopted its current stance decades ago.  This 
alone should defeat the petition: a summary of the 
opinion below that “seriously mischaracterizes” it is 
“ordinarily fatal to the petition.”  Eugene Gressman 
et al., SUPREME COURT PRACTICE 506 (9th ed. 2007). 

B. The Circuit Split is Inconsequential: 
Plaintiffs in Circuits Applying the 
Broader Rule Show No Increased 
Ability to Press § 1962(a) Claims 

 Petitioners claim this case presents “a question of 
great significance to the business community” (Pet. 
at 1) and of “national importance” (id. at 32) because 
the broader minority § 1962(a) rule opens the 
litigation floodgates, letting suits be filed with “little 
difficulty stating . . . [a] claim[],” as a “weapon 
against competition” that would “chill[] competition” 
(Pet. at 33).  Amicus Chamber of Commerce concurs 
that “allowing such claims” lets “competitors . . . 
harass their rivals with RICO lawsuits in the 
courtroom” (Amicus Br. at 2), with “ease” (id. at 11). 
 These are testable propositions Petitioners fail to 
examine.  They admit the Fourth and Sixth Circuits 
have applied the reinvestment-suffices rule for two 
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decades5 but offer no indication those circuits’ use of 
that rule actually makes it “eas[y]” to file a § 1962(a) 
suit with “little difficulty stating . . . [a] claim.” 
 Review of the caselaw in the reinvestment-
suffices circuits shows otherwise: § 1962(a) claims 
remain rare, overwhelmingly lose pre-discovery, and 
rarely are competitor lawsuits.  Following is a review 
of all Fourth and Sixth Circuit merits decisions on a 
§ 1962(a) claim6 appearing in a Westlaw search for 
“1962(a)” in civil cases over two decades (1992-2011).  

• § 1962(a) claims are rare, and rarely 
successful.  Only 26 merits decisions on 
§ 1962(a) claims exist – just 0.65 
decisions a year per circuit – and 22 
(85%) ordered or affirmed dismissal, 
mostly on pre-discovery 12(b)(6) motions. 

• Competitor claims were even rarer – 
and just as unsuccessful.  Only 7 of 
the 26 were competitor claims, and they 
too fared poorly: 5 lost on dispositive 
(mostly 12(b)(6)) motions;7 one settled 

                                                                                       
5 Busby v. Crown Supply, Inc., 896 F.2d 833 (4th Cir. 1990); 
Newmyer v. Philatelic Leasing, Ltd., 888 F.2d 385 (6th Cir. 1989). 
6 Decisions “on the merits” excludes only those lacking a § 
1962(a) claim or not passing on the merits, e.g., Moran v. Svete, 
366 F. App’x. 624 (6th Cir. 2010) (ordering motion to compel 
arbitration granted, not addressing merits); Anderson v. Wade, 
33 F. App’x 750 (6th Cir. 2002) (affirming non-RICO verdict, not 
addressing district’s earlier RICO dismissal). 
7 Riverview Health Inst. LLC v. Med. Mut., 601 F.3d 505 (6th 
Cir. 2010) (affirming 12(b)(6) dismissal); Am. Chiropractic Ass'n 
v. Trigon Healthcare, Inc., 367 F.3d 212 (4th Cir. 2004) 
(affirming 12(b)(6) dismissal); Wilson v. Contin. Dev. Co., 234 
F.3d 1271 (Table), 2000 WL 1679477 (6th Cir. Nov. 2, 2000) 
(affirming summary judgment for defendant); Christy v. 
Magunson, 85 F.3d 628 (Table), 1996 WL 262963 (6th Cir. May 
16, 1996) (same); Leonard v. J.C. Pro Wear, Inc., 64 F.3d 657 
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after a dismissal denial;8 the only one 
with a plaintiff’s verdict had facts this 
Court later said satisfy RICO causation.9 

See Appendix A (Table, 1992-2011 Fourth and Sixth 
Circuit § 1962(a) merits decisions).  Following is the 
same survey of district court § 1962(a) merits 
decisions in the two circuits over the most recent 
decade with clear case outcomes (2001-2010).10  

• § 1962(a) claims are rare, and rarely 
successful.  Of the 65 merits decisions 
on § 1962(a) claims (just 1.5 a year per 

                                                                                          
 
 
 
(Table), 1995 WL 508894 (4th Cir. Aug. 29, 1995) (same). 
8 Mylan Labs., Inc. v. Matkari, 7 F.3d 1130 (4th Cir. 1993) 
(reversing dismissal), later op., D. Md. Docket #399-401 
(12/12/95-1/31/96) (case settling after pleading amendments). 
9 Frontier Communications of the Mid Atl., Inc. v. Long Distance 
Servs., 96 F.3d 1438 (Table), 1996 WL 498096 (4th Cir. Sept. 4, 
1996) (affirming verdict for company claiming rival poached 
clients with fraud – facts deemed sufficient for causation in 
Bridge v. Phoenix Bond & Indemn. Co., 553 U.S. 639, 649-50 
(2008) (“[S]uppose an enterprise that wants to get rid of rival 
businesses mails misrepresentations about them to their 
customers . . . .  If the rival businesses lose money . . . , it would 
certainly seem that they were injured [under RICO].”)). 
10 District court decisions from 2011 could not be analyzed fully 
because many have no final resolution yet: many dismissed 
cases remain on appeal and non-dismissed cases have unclear 
outcomes (e.g., verdict, settlement, or summary judgment).  
Another reason this search covers ten rather than twenty years 
is that the greater frequency of district court decisions, and the 
need to trace case outcomes on district court PACER dockets 
(which are less complete for the 1980s-1990s cases with 1990s 
decisions), made a  twenty-year search less feasible. 
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circuit), 52 (80%) ordered dismissal, 
mostly on pre-discovery 12(b)(6) motions, 
while only one yielded a plaintiff’s 
verdict;11 10 others settled before trial, 
one was dismissed on other grounds,12 
and one was stayed due to bankruptcy.13 

• Competitor claims were even rarer – 
and just as unsuccessful.  Of the 65, 
only three were between competitors; all 
were dismissed on dispositive motions.14 

See Appendix B (Table, 2001-10 district court merits 
§ 1962(a) decisions in Fourth and Sixth Circuits). 
 In sum, even in circuits applying the minority 
reinvestment-suffices rule, § 1962(a) claims 
(especially between competitors) remain rare, and 
typically dismissed early.  Petitioners and Amicus 
therefore are incorrect: the minority rule does not let 
§ 1962(a) claims be prosecuted with “little difficulty 
stating . . . [a] claim” (Pet. at 33) or “ease” (Amicus 
Br. at 2).  If the minority rule makes § 1962(a) a 
                                                                                       
11 Transition, Inc. v. Austin, No. Civ.A.301CV103, 2002 WL 
1050240 (E.D. Va. Mar. 15, 2002). 
12 Siddle v. Crants, 650 F. Supp. 2d 773 (M.D. Tenn. 2009) 
(initially denying dismissal), later op., 2010 WL 424906 (M.D. 
Tenn. Jan. 25, 2010) (dismissing because plaintiffs had signed 
releases), aff'd, No. 10-5858, 2012 WL 15863 (6th Cir. 2012). 
13 McGuffin v. Baumhaft, No. 05-74809, 2007 WL 956907 (E.D. 
Mich. Mar. 28, 2007) (denying dismissal), later op., Docket #88 
(Sept. 17, 2010) (staying case due to bankruptcy proceedings). 
14 Owens v. Murray, Inc., 365 B.R. 835 (M.D. Tenn. 2007) 
(dismissed on summary judgment); Orteck Int'l Inc. v. 
TransPacific Tire & Wheel, Inc., No. Civ.A.05-2882DKC, 2006 
WL 2572474 (D. Md. Sept. 5, 2006) (dismissed on 12(b)(6); re-
dismissed after complaint amendment, Docket #63-64, Sept. 17, 
2007); rsc Quality Measurement Co. v. IPSOS-ASI, Inc., 196 F. 
Supp. 2d 609 (S.D. Ohio 2002) (dismissed on summary 
judgment), aff'd, 56 F. App'x 639 (6th Cir. 2003). 
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“weapon against competition” (id.), that weapon is an 
infrequently fired pistol loaded mostly with blanks. 
 Consequently, any circuit split is an 
inconsequential doctrinal detail, not a “question of 
great significance to the business community” (Pet. 
at 1), much less “national importance” (id. at 32).  
Further confirming the lack of national impact of 
allowing Ideal’s claim is the rarity of its idiosyncratic 
facts will arise: massive, admitted tax fraud by one of 
the two firms in a market so localized and niche as to 
guarantee that one firm’s gain is the other’s loss. 
II. The Decision Correctly Applied Causation 

and Investment Caselaw to the Facts; Even 
If It Were Incorrect, Certiorari is 
Unwarranted for Case-Specific Fact Error 
or to Review a Rule Other Circuits Apply 

A. The Decision Denied Summary 
Judgment on Fact Evidence of 
Racketeering Investment, Not on the 
Legal Question of the Proper Rule 

 The decision rejected not the Petitioners’ legal 
position (requiring investment injury), but their fact 
positions:  “[D]efendants’ factual premise is flawed; 
they did not merely reinvest in the same entity.  
Rather, [they] created a new company, Easton 
Corporation, to purchase the Bronx property for the 
new National store.”  Ideal Steel Supply Corp., 652 
F.2d at 322.  Even under the investment-injury rule 
that “[1962(a)] did not . . . reach the use of RICO 
tainted funds by the RICO violator in its own 
ongoing operation,” Ideal alleged crime-funded 
investment15 in new business: § 1962(a) “does not . . . 
                                                                                       
15 The decision cited the ample evidence Petitioners had to use 
those millions in crime proceeds (whose existence is 
documented in note 3 supra) for the Bronx opening whose cost 
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allow such entities, with impunity, to use [crime] 
funds to branch out to new locations.”  Id. at 322. 
 Without more, Petitioners’ creation of the new 
“Easton” corporation16 – and in a separate market 
with separate supplies17 – suffices as investment in a 
new enterprise rather than reinvestment in the same 
enterprise: corporate separateness alone creates a 
distinct RICO “enterprise,” despite common 
ownership.  Cedric Kushner Promotions, Ltd. v. Don 
King, 533 U.S. 158, 163 (2001) (holding corporation a 
RICO “enterprise” distinct from its owner: “[T]he 
corporation itself[ is] a legally different entity . . . .  
[N]othing . . . requires more ‘separateness’.”). 
 Even were the new location not separately 
incorporated, in stressing Petitioners’ investment in 
a “new company,” “new . . . store,” and “new . . . 
location,” the decision faithfully applied the majority 
investment-injury rule that proscribes criminally-
funded enterprise expansion, such as creating newly-
injurious additional establishments, business 

                                                                                          
 
 
 
“exceeded $1 million” at a time when (a) their criminally 
unreported cash was “approximately $4.3 million” while their 
legal income was “less than $73,000” a year, Ideal Steel Supply 
Corp., 652 F.3d at 325 (citing multiple witnesses’ testimony), 
and (b) the bank account with their lawful funds did not show 
any million-dollar spending (C.A. A497 [¶ 4], A740 [pp.118-19]). 
16 C.A. A74, 521 [p.34], 1106 (evidence on creation of “Easton 
Development Corp.” for the Bronx site, owned by the Anzas 
rather than as a subsidiary of National). 
17 C.A. A508 [¶ 5] (over $200,000 in inventory arriving at the 
Bronx to stock the new site), A895-96 (National’s meager 
Queens inventory at the time of the Bronx opening). 
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entities, or deals.  The line is between ordinary 
reinvestment (not actionable) and investment 
expanding into new activity (actionable): investment 
injury exists where a defendant invested in not just 
maintaining an enterprise, but expanding it into 
additional activity.  While it is no violation to 
reinvest back into the same operation causing the 
same racketeering injury (the cases Petitioners 
cite18), it is a violation to invest to into new expansion 
inflicting a distinct injury – such as siphoning 
customers into the newly expanded operation: 

 [Sybersound] has not alleged any injury 
separate . . . from the predicate act . . . .  
[In] Simon . . . [defendant] fraudulently 
denied health benefit claims . . . and 
reinvested that income to build a group 
of preferred medical providers . . . to 
eliminate outside providers . . . .  [T]he 
victims of the investment were 
competitors who were driven out of 
business[,] . . . [who] would have been 
directly injured by the reinvestment . . . . 

Sybersound Records, Inc. v. UAV Corp., 517 F.3d 
1137, 1149-50 (9th Cir. 2008) (emphases added) 
(citing Simon v. Value Behavioral Health, Inc., 208 
F.3d 1073, 1083 (9th Cir. 2000), overruled on other 
grounds, Odom v. Microsoft Corp., 486 F.3d 541, 551 
(9th Cir. 2007) (declaring broader “enterprise” 
                                                                                       
18 For example, in Brittingham v. Mobil Corp., 943 F.3d 297 (3d 
Cir. 1991), which Petitioners call a “leading case[,]” plaintiff 
alleged injury only from “‘investment [that] enabled the 
enterprise to continue its operations, and paid for defendants’ 
perpetuation of their fraud[.].’”  Pet. at 16 (quoting Brittingham, 
943 F.3d at 303-04) (emphases added); see also Pet. at 21 
(noting that reinvestment into mere “operating and 
maintenance of the . . . business” was what Fogie v. Thorn 
Ams., Inc., 190 F.3d 889 (8th Cir. 1999), held insufficient). 
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definition).  The decision below held the same, as 
part of an unbroken line of authority in the circuit.19 
 Thus the decision below applied established law 
to disputed facts amply evidenced to preclude 
summary judgment – but even if erroneous, such a 
fact-based holding is no basis for certiorari.  
Petitioners were not aggrieved by a circuit split: the 
decision applied the investment-injury rule 
Petitioners say is correct; Ideal’s claim would be at 
least as proper under the broader reinvestment-
suffices minority rule.  With the claim proper under 
either rule, the split is immaterial to this case, 

                                                                                       
19 See Muscletech Research & Dev. v. E. Coast Ingredients, No. 
00-CV-0753, 2004 WL 941815, *23 (W.D.N.Y. Mar. 25, 2004) 
(denying summary judgment: “Defendants used . . . the income . 
. . to establish and expand the enterprise,” including to “rent 
warehouse space, . . . [and] enhance the ‘counterfeiting 
operation by . . . developing additional [product], . . . causing 
additional harm[.]’”) (emphases added); BRS Assocs. v. 
Dansker, 246 B.R. 755, 771 (S.D.N.Y. 2000) (denying motion to 
dismiss claim Plaintiffs were “fraudulently induced to invest . . . 
[and] injured . . . [by] investment of the racketeering income in 
an expanding enterprise.”) (emphasis added); First Interregional 
Advisors v. Wolff, 956 F. Supp. 480, 483, 487 (S.D.N.Y. 1997) 
(denying dismissal: crime proceeds “were used, at least in part, 
to fund the alleged Enterprise . . . [that] over the course of the 
next several months . . . defrauded [plaintiff] into making seven 
or eight additional loans” to defendants) (emphasis added); 
Constellation Bank v. C.L A. Mgmt., No. 94 Civ. 0989, 1995 WL 
42285, *1, 3 (S.D.N.Y. Feb. 1, 1995) (denying dismissal: 
defendants’ business of real estate “ownership and management 
. . . fraudulently obtained loans . . . by assuring lenders of their 
financial worth through misrepresentations that they owned 
[certain] assets . . . [and] induced lending institutions to 
continue to advance funds”) (emphasis added); Sperber Adams 
Assocs. v. JEM Mgmt., No. 90 Civ. 7405, 1992 WL 138344, *1, 5 
(S.D.N.Y. June 4, 1992) (denying dismissal), earlier op., 1991 
WL 156337, *2 (Aug. 5, 1991) (noting defendants used the funds 
for a new partnership in their parking business). 
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making the case an inapt vehicle for reviewing those 
rules.  A certiorari grant risks one-sided advocacy, 
with this Court reviewing Petitioners’ criticism of a 
minority rule that did not apply to this Second 
Circuit case, that the decision below did not adopt, 
and that Ideal need not defend to press its claim. 
 Petitioners’ real argument therefore is that the 
decision misapplied the investment-injury majority 
rule in finding fact evidence of such injury.  But 
certiorari is “rarely granted” when a petition argues 
“erroneous factual findings or the misapplication of a 
properly stated rule of law.”  Sup. Ct. R. 10.   

B. The Decision Correctly Deemed 
Proximate Causation Amply 
Evidenced on the Investment Claim, 
Under Caselaw that Causation is 
Different for Different RICO Claims 

 Anza noted that in assessing RICO proximate 
cause, “[o]ur analysis begins – and . . . largely ends – 
with Holmes [v. Secur. Investor Prot. Corp., 503 U.S. 
258 (1992)].”  547 U.S. at 456.  Ideal’s § 1962(a) claim 
survived the proximate causation dismissal of the § 
1962(c) claim, because each requires separate 
analysis under the claim-specific Holmes inquiry: 
“the infinite variety of claims . . . make[s] it virtually 
impossible to announce a black-letter rule that will 
dictate the result in every case.”  Holmes, 503 U.S. at 
274.  Thus Anza held that “proximate-cause . . . 
requires careful consideration of the ‘relation 
between the injury asserted and the injurious 
conduct alleged.’  Because § 1962(c) and § 1962(a) set 
forth distinct prohibitions, it is at least debatable 
whether Ideal's two claims should be analyzed in an 
identical fashion for proximate-cause purposes.”  547 
U.S. at 462 (quoting Holmes, 503 U.S. at 268). 
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 Chief Justice Roberts, who fully joined the Anza 
majority, elaborated that Ideal’s §1962(a) claim 
lacked the problems of its § 1962(c) claim: the § 
1962(a) claim “seems that [it] gets around many of 
the causation” problems with the § 1962(c) 
participation claim, he noted, because “62(a) gets to 
the reinvestment of the illicit proceeds in . . . an 
enterprise, and here you have [National’s] opening of 
the [new] facility . . . nearby [Ideal’s] . . . .  [I]t seems 
to me all they have to show is that the proceeds used 
for that were illicitly procured.”  Anza v. Ideal Steel 
Supply Corp., No. 04-433, 2006 WL 909417, at *10-
11 (Tr. Mar. 27, 2006) (Roberts, C.J.).  The petition 
does not analyze each of the three Holmes factors, 
and such analysis confirms what the Chief Justice 
suggested: the § 1962(a) claim passes each of the 
Holmes factors that undercut the § 1962(c) claim. 

 First, the less direct an injury is, the 
more difficult . . . to ascertain . . . 
damages attributable to the violation, as 
distinct from other, independent, factors.  
Second, . . . claims of the indirectly 
injured would force courts to adopt 
complicated rules apportioning damages 
among plaintiffs . . . to obviate the risk of 
multiple recoveries. . . .  [F]inally, . . . 
directly injured victims can generally be 
counted on to vindicate the law . . . . 

Holmes, 503 U.S. at 269 (emphases added). 
1. First Factor: With Injury Direct, 

Damages Uncertainty is Modest 
and Does Not Defeat Liability 

 The first Holmes factor, “difficulty . . . 
ascertain[ing] the damages . . . [from] remote action,” 
undercut Ideal’s § 1962(c) claim that its lost sales 
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trace provably to National’s tax fraud against the 
state – a “remote action” because that tax fraud 
directly targeted the state, not Ideal.  Anza, 547 U.S. 
at 459 (citing Holmes, 503 U.S. at 269). 
 Ideal’s § 1962(a) claim, however, alleges clearer, 
direct injury in two ways.  First, it alleges 
criminality directly, not secondarily, harming Ideal: 
Petitioners used criminal proceeds not to hurt the 
state, but to open a new competitor injuring only 
Ideal,20 their business and family rivals.21  “[T]he 
scheme aims to gain an illegal commercial advantage 
– here, disproportionate bargaining power [over 
plaintiff] . . . , a direct rather than a pass-through 
injury.”  Mendoza v. Zirkle Fruit Co., 301 F.3d 1163 
(9th Cir. 2002).  With Ideal the direct, intended 
victim, it is immaterial that the underlying fraud 
was against a non-party government; Bridge v. 
Phoenix Bond & Indemnity Co. allowed a business’s 
RICO suit against a competitor who poached market 
share via fraud against the government.  553 U.S. 
639, 649-50 (2008).  Bridge even gave an example to 
reiterate that a business can sue a competitor for 
injuring it with fraud against another: “[S]uppose an 
enterprise . . . mails misrepresentations about 
[rivals] to their customers and suppliers, but not to 
the rivals themselves.  If the rival businesses lose 
money . . ., it would certainly seem that they were 
injured” and accordingly could sue under RICO.  Id. 
 Second, Ideal’s § 1962(a) damages do not depend 
on the § 1962(c) factors Anza deemed too speculative: 
“the portion of National’s price drop attributable to” 
tax fraud; and “the portion of Ideal's lost sales 
                                                                                       
20 For the evidence Ideal and National were their local niche 
market’s  sole competitors, see supra note 2 & infra note 30. 
21 See supra notes 1-2 on the longtime rivalry that led the Anzas 
to target the Brancatos’ business, intentionally and directly. 
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attributable” to that pricing.  Anza, 547 U.S. at 459.  
Ideal’s participation injury was some portion of its 
lost sales in multiple markets due to a fractional 
price disparity tracing partly to tax fraud – but its 
investment injury is all lost sales only in the Bronx, 
where National opened with criminally subsidized 
funding.  Ideal’s ample damages evidence parallels 
that which suffices in most cases about lost sales. 

(a) Market evidence: The two firms were 
zero-sum competitors; selling identical 
goods in a non-expanding market, 
National’s gains were Ideal’s loss.22 Two-
firm markets are not uncommon,23 and in 
a “‘two-supplier market, it is reasonable 
to assume . . . [plaintiff] would have 
made [defendant’s] sales’”;24 and 

(b) Correlation evidence: Upon National’s 
Bronx opening, Ideal’s sales dropped 
from one static level ($4-4.59 million a 
year) by one-third ($2.7-$2.9 million),25 
with no contemporaneous market 
change26 or other cause of sales losses.27 

                                                                                       
22 See supra note 2 & infra note 30 for evidence Ideal and 
National were the sole competitors in their local niche market. 
23 E.g., Synergetics, Inc. v. Hurst, 477 F.3d 949, 955-56 (8th Cir. 
2007) (holding “mere disagreement” does not justify excluding 
evidence; rejecting argument that plaintiff’s market claim 
(“that the relevant market is a two supplier market”) is false 
and “ignores the existence of significant competition in the 
market” from another firm); Micro Chemical, Inc. v. Lextron, 
Inc., 318 F.3d 1119, 1124-25 (Fed. Cir. 2003) (holding, “this may 
well be a two-supplier market” and plaintiff may show, “with 
reasonable probability, . . . only two [machine] suppliers”). 
24 Micro Chemical, Inc., 318 F.3d at 1124-25 (citation omitted). 
25 C.A. A222 [pp.282-83], 377 [pp.190-91]. 
26 C.A. A222 [pp.282-83], 1175. 
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Ideal’s evidence, all the stronger than the first-
person damages testimony commonly sufficing in 
commercial cases,28 amply allows a jury finding that 
National’s Bronx entry ascertainably injured Ideal. 
 Because the § 1962(a) claim alleges direct (not 
indirect) injury, any uncertainty is a damages, not 
liability, defense.  Lost sales are always contrary-to-
fact hypothetical; “[t]he [unlawful] acts . . . preclude[] 
ascertainment of . . . damages more precisely, by 
                                                                                          
 
 
 
27 Petitioners’ view that Ideal lost sales by selling “bent and 
rusty” steel (Pet. at 12) fails for two reasons.  First, product 
quality is immaterial, given the evidence Ideal had no 
competitors to whom it could lose business, until National’s 
criminally funded Bronx entry; see infra note 30.  Second, the 
argument bases on an evidentiarily unsupported misreading of 
the record, and certainly is too disputed for summary judgment: 

[Argument that] “Ideal received and accepted from its 
vendors . . . bent and rusty [steel]” . . . suffers two flaws. 
First, that possibility raises . . . but-for causation, 
rather than proximate causation; but-for causation is an 
issue of fact for the jury . . . .  Second, [that] testimony . 
. . explained that some products . . . unsuitable for one 
category of customers may well be welcomed by another 
category; the testimony did not state that any 
customers who purchased from Ideal were dissatisfied. 

Ideal Steel Supply Corp., 652 F.3d at 327-28 (citations omitted). 
28 E.g., Securitron Magnalock Corp. v. Schnabolk, 65 F.3d 256, 
265 (2d Cir. 1995) (allowing this evidence: “[Plaintiff’s 
President] testified to a ‘flattening out’ of . . . yearly sales . . . 
[and] prove[d] damages through a ‘projection of lost profits . . . 
[and] decreased sales.’  [His] projections provided . . . a 
reasonable basis . . . [for] lost profit[s]. . . .  [He was] capable of 
examining the company's sales . . . , noting a slow-down, and 
estimat[ing] losses attributable to . . . [defendants].”). 
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comparison of profits . . . with what they would . . . 
[be] under freely competitive conditions.”  Bigelow v. 
RKO Radio Pictures, 327 U.S. 251, 264 (1946).  Thus 
the rule is that if a party is liable for unlawfully 
causing lost sales, that “wrongdoer shall bear the 
risk of the uncertainty . . . [its] wrong has created,” 
and the factfinder can “return a [plaintiff’s] verdict . . 
. even though damages could not be measured with 
the exactness which would otherwise have been 
possible[,] . . . mak[ing] a just and reasonable 
estimate of the damage based on relevant data . . . 
[and] ‘on probable and inferential’ . . . proof.’”  Id. at 
265-66  (quoting Story Parchment Co. v. Paterson 
Parchment Paper Co., 282 U.S. 555, 564 (1931)).29 

2. Second Factor: No Risk Exists of 
Damages Apportionment to Avoid 
Multiple Recoveries, Because No 
Other Party Shared Ideal’s Injury 

 The second factor is that “recognizing claims of 
the indirectly injured would force courts to adopt 
complicated rules apportioning damages among 
plaintiffs” to prevent “multiple recoveries.”  Holmes, 
503 U.S. at 269.  Even Ideal’s RICO participation 
claim posed no problem here due to “the lack of any 
appreciable risk of duplicative recoveries.”  Anza, 547 
U.S. at 459 (citing Holmes, 503 U.S. at 269). 
 This factor is even less a concern on the RICO 
investment claim: no other entity can sue 
Defendants for criminally funding a new Bronx 
                                                                                       
29 Accord Donovan v. Bierwirth, 754 F.2d 1049, 1056 (2d Cir. 
1985) (“[U]ncertainties in fixing damages [are] resolved against 
the wrongdoer.”); Dasho v. Susquehanna, 461 F.2d 11, 28 (7th 
Cir. 1972) (holding that if liability is “adequately established, 
the same standards . . . to determine comparable issues in . . . 
commercial litigation would permit recovery here if the 
evidence provides a reasonable basis for measuring the injury”). 
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establishment; Ideal’s fact evidence allowing a 
finding that no other competitors exist in the 
market30 draws further confirmation from the 
notable absence of any other plaintiff coming forward 
after ten years of this case.  No apportionment 
problems arise when there are “[n]o other potential 
plaintiffs.”  Mendoza v. Zirkle Fruit Co., 301 F.3d 
1163, 1171 (9th Cir. 2002) (finding second factor 
satisfied where there does “not appear to [be] . . . 
significant risk of multiple recovery in this case”); 
accord Williams v. Mohawk Indus., Inc., 465 F.3d 
1277, 1290 (11th Cir. 2006) (noting that when 
violations let defendant lower employee pay, Holmes 
concerns about “apportionment are not implicated”). 
 Even if another entity could sue, it would not 
share apportioned damages with Ideal because no 
                                                                                       
30 The decision below bluntly disposed of the musing that other 
competitors may have caused Ideal’s losses, as both 
unsupported and too disputed for summary judgment: 

[The] suggestion that Ideal may have lost sales because 
of “ . . . other steel companies in the area” does not 
appear to have any anchor in the record.  Nothing has 
been called to our attention to suggest that . . . any such 
companies, which provided no real competition for Ideal, 
changed in 2001-2002, when Ideal's sales dropped by 
one-third (and . . . National[s] . . . increased by 24–47%). 

Ideal Steel Supply Corp., 652 F.3d at 328 (citations omitted; 
emphases added).  Ideal summarized the facts as follows below: 

All purported competitors were . . . (A) defunct before 
2000, (B) non-local, and/or (C) sellers of different 
product lines, several of which had customer [not 
competitor] relationships with Ideal or National. . . .  
[For example,] [n]either Almor nor Belco could have 
caused Ideal’s 2000-2001 losses, because Almor closed 
in 1997, and Belco . . . in 1997-1999   The district court 
missed these facts in finding that Almor and Belco were 
. . . possible causes of Ideal’s 2000-2001 losses. 

Pls.’ C.A. Opening Br. at 47; see id. at 47-51 (citations omitted). 
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other entity suffered similar damages: lost steel sales 
from the Bronx business opening.  If a party “caused 
direct injury to more [victims,]” it may be “obligated 
to compensate different plaintiffs for different 
injuries.  It does not follow that any plaintiff will 
have been twice benefited, . . . the concern in 
Holmes.”  Commercial Cleaning Servs., L.L.C. v. 
Colin Serv. Sys., Inc., 271 F.3d 374, 383-–85 (2d Cir. 
2001) (finding second factor satisfied even though 
defendant’s violations may yield liabilities other than 
plaintiff’s lost sales); accord Trollinger v. Tyson 
Foods, Inc., 370 F.3d 602, 618 (6th Cir. 2004) 
(holding that Holmes “administrative and double-
recovery concerns . . . pose no obstacle” because other 
potential plaintiffs would have different damages). 

3. Third Factor: No More “Directly 
Injured Victims Can . . . Be 
Counted on to Vindicate the Law” 

 The third factor is whether another injured party 
is a better plaintiff: “where the immediate victims … 
can be expected to vindicate the laws by pursuing 
their own claims[,] . . . [t]here is no need . . . to 
permit RICO suits by parties . . . injured only 
indirectly.”  Anza, 547 U.S. at 460 (citing Holmes, 
503 U.S. at 269-70).  This undercut Ideal’s §1962(c) 
claim: the state was the best tax fraud plaintiff. 
 But Ideal’s § 1962(a) claim easily satisfies this 
factor because  no other party “can be expected to 
pursue appropriate remedies.”  Id.  “No other 
potential plaintiffs emerge with clarity”31 to attack 
National’s criminally funding of a Bronx steel 
seller;32 an otherwise valid claim should not be 
                                                                                       
31 Mendoza, 301 F.3d at 1171 (finding Holmes satisfied where 
scheme directly targeted plaintiff). 
32 On the lack of other Bronx competitors, see supra note 30. 
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dismissed because of mere speculation about another 
potential plaintiff who “has not sued and it is not 
clear . . . could sue.”  Trollinger, 370 F.3d at 618. 
 Moreover, “even if there are other classes of 
potential plaintiffs who could recover for the alleged 
illegal[ity,] . . . [t]his factor does not bar suit for 
‘different classes of plaintiffs, each of which suffered 
a different concrete injury, proximately caused by 
the violation.’”  Mendoza, 301 F.3d at 1171-72 
(quoting Commercial Cleaning, 271 F.3d at 384).   In 
particular, “suits by government[] . . . [for] lost taxes 
and fees would do nothing to alleviate [competitors’] 
loss” and so do not replace a competitor’s RICO suit.  
Commercial Cleaning, 271 F.3d at 385.   After all, 
“the United States would arguably be the most direct 
victim of all RICO predicate, criminal acts,” but the 
“‘object of civil RICO . . . [is] to turn [victims] into 
prosecutors, private attorneys general dedicated to 
eliminating racketeering activity,’ . . . “expand[ing] 
enforcement beyond federal prosecutors with limited 
public resources."  Williams, 465 F.3d at 1290 
(quoting Rotella v. Wood, 528 U.S. 549, 557 (2000)). 
 In sum, whereas two of the Holmes factors 
undercut proximate causation in Ideal’s RICO 
participation claim, all three support the § 1962(a) 
claim.  Under the Holmes analysis there is no 
proximate cause problem on Ideal’s § 1962(a) claim. 

C. The Decision Correctly Saw No 
Preclusive Conflict Between RICO and 
Antitrust Law 

 Petitioners overstate this Court’s statement about 
the relationship between RICO and antitrust law.  
Following is an excerpted version of the sole 
paragraph in which Anza cited antitrust concerns: 
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 The attenuated connection between 
Ideal’s injury and the Anzas’ injurious 
conduct thus implicates fundamental 
concerns . . . .  The element of proximate 
causation recognized in Holmes is meant 
to prevent . . . intricate, uncertain 
inquiries . . . .  It has particular 
resonance when applied to claims 
brought by economic competitors, which, 
if left unchecked, could blur the line 
between RICO and the antitrust laws. 

Anza, 547 U.S. at 459-60 (emphases added) (citing 
Holmes, 503 U.S. at 269).  Above, the Court said only 
that antitrust concerns arise with Holmes-forbidden 
claims of “attenuated,” indirect injury.  Such claims, 
after all, could multiply infinitely among countless 
businesses indirectly injured by harm directed 
against another.  For example, if National cost Ideal 
sales, Ideal’s suppliers suffered, as did those 
suppliers’ suppliers, etc., and each could claim 
indirect injury caused by National. The RICO 
proximate cause rule precludes any anti-competitive 
effects of allowing suit by such a wide range of 
indirectly harmed businesses – but that logic does 
not justify barring suits by those directly injured. 
 In short, the need to protect “the line between 
RICO and the antitrust laws” justifies only the RICO 
proximate cause rule, not a new, broader rule 
against businesses recovering for truly direct 
injuries.  As a matter of statutory construction, mere 
existence of some subject matter overlap between 
two statutes (antitrust and RICO) is no cause to 
restrict one: “When there are two [federal] acts upon 
the same subject, the rule is to give effect to both.”  
Trollinger v. Tyson Foods, Inc., 370 F.3d 602, 609 
(6th Cir. 2004) (quoting United States v. Borden Co., 
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308 U.S. 188, 198 (1939)) (alteration in Trollinger). 
This Court has “repeatedly stated” that even if two 
statutes “are in tension,” both “continue to apply” 
absent “irreconcilable conflict” or “clearly expressed 
congressional intention” to curtail one.  Branch v. 
Smith, 538 U.S. 254, 273 (2003) (citations omitted). 
 The antitrust laws came before, not as a repeal of, 
many laws that apply to business competition: some, 
like antitrust laws, broaden the number of 
competitors; others bar specific forms of competition, 
like patent and copyright laws granting monopoly 
rights,33 the Lanham Act bar on certain deceptive 
forms of competition,34 and the RICO § 1962(a) bar 
on certain criminal subsidization of competition. 
 Thus it has gone unquestioned at this Court that 
RICO targets competitive injuries resulting from 
businesses using racketeering to gain unfair 
advantage over competitors – including, recently, a 
business siphoning a competitor’s market share by 
defrauding others.  Bridge v. Phoenix Bond & Indem. 
Co., 553 U.S. 639 (2008).  Bridge was unanimous, 
and so was a prior holding that core RICO plaintiffs 
include “competitors . . . whose competitive positions 
decline because of infiltration in the relevant 
market,” or who “suffered . . . injury to their 
competitive . . . interests resulting from the 
defendant's conduct of a business” through 
racketeering.  Sedima, S.P.R.L. v. Imrex Co., 473 
U.S. 479, 519-20 (1985) (Marshall, J., dissenting); see 
id. at 497 n.15 (majority opinion agreeing that 
competitive injury claims are actionable).  RICO 
                                                                                       
33 Sony Corp. v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417, 429 
(1984) (noting “patent and copyright statutes” grant “limited 
monopoly . . . to authors or to inventors”). 
34 Lanham Act, 60 Stat. 427, as amended, 15 U.S.C. § 1051 et 
seq. (allowing trade or service mark owners to sue imitators). 
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therefore allows businesses to sue competitors whose 
crimes “grossly distorted . . . normal market forces[,] 
. . . depriving plaintiffs of ‘business relations 
unhampered by schemes prohibited by [RICO].’”  
Williams v. Mohawk Indus., Inc., 465 F.3d 1277, 
1289 (11th Cir. 2006) (citation omitted). 
 Not only does RICO target competitive injury, but 
§ 1962(a) exists to allow suits against businesses 
enjoying criminal subsidy: “The basic purpose of 
section 1962(a) was to prevent racketeers from using 
their ill-gotten gains to operate[] or purchase . . . 
legitimate businesses.”  David B. Smith & Terrance 
G. Reed, CIVIL RICO ¶ 5.01, at 5-2 (1997); see also 
Gregory Joseph, CIVIL RICO: A DEFINITIVE GUIDE § 
6[A][3], at 47 (3d ed. 2010) (noting § 1962(a) exists 
“to halt the investment of racketeering proceeds into 
legitimate businesses”).  At heart, what Petitioners 
press are unavailing policy arguments against the 
very existence of § 1962(a), because what Ideal 
claims is a core violation of the provision: 

 [A]ssuming the truth of the . . . evidence 
in the record . . . , if defendants' 
investment of the proceeds of . . . mail 
and wire frauds has not sufficiently 
directly harmed Ideal to meet the 
standard of proximate cause, we find it 
difficult to envision anyone who could 
show injury proximately caused by that 
investment – or to fathom to whom 
Congress meant to grant a private right 
of action under subsection (a). 

Ideal Steel Supply Corp., 652 F.2d at 326. 
 In sum, there is no argument for inventing a new 
antitrust-based exception to RICO that defies 
statutory construction, the enactment of RICO to 
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eradicate criminality in competitive markets, and 
caselaw deeming competitive injury actionable. 

CONCLUSION 

 The petition should be denied. 
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